
Introduction 

• This afternoon session is mainly targeting the  
extracting PDF information from LHC 
measurements (present and future) 

• This is a follow-up of a discussion that started 
in December, following a request from the 
LPCC-chair.  



It is time to think of a coordinated effort aiming at laying out a possible  
plan for key measurements to be done in the future, in order to  
reduce PDF systematics with LHC data, using present experience.  
 
Michelangelo suggested  having, for example, a small document,  
that could stimulate the experiments to give higher priority to the  
relevant QCD and EW measurements.  
 
The PDF4LHC steering fully agrees with this goal and will take Initiative  
in this direction. We would make this the main theme for our next 
meeting. But we can start now.  
 
People or groups that are interested in contributing/participating 
should contact us (eg deroeck@mail.cern.ch)  
-> We will put up a twiki page with the input received for discussion. 
 

From last meeting… 

mailto:deroeck@mail.cern.ch


PDF Info from LHC 

• Twiki page with information/all are invited to 
contribute with results (experiments) and with 
ideas for new measurements, relevant TH 
discussion etc.,… 

• Do we need special runs or special conditions 
(triggers, pile-up,…) to reduce systematics? 

• Note: should be also a useful exercise for FCC 
or alike studies… 



PDF information from LHC-data 

• Input has been accumulated  on a twiki  
  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PDF4LHC/WebHome 

• People that would like access/add info should 
contact  Juan.Rojo@physics.ox.ac.uk 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PDF4LHC/WebHome
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PDF4LHC/WebHome


LHC Results 



LHC Results/Theory 



PDF from LHC Data 
• Aim for a write-up as requested by the LPCC chair on the LHC PDF 

data experience/anticipated precision etc by fall 2014 Aim for a 
first draft in September… Volunteers for editorial work?  

• The whole community is invited to join this project 
• We want to foster discussion among the PDF fitters and the 

experiments regarding the presentation of the systematic errors in 
such a manner that the data can be of greatest use in the PDF fits, 
especially with data sets for the same processes at different 
energies; and discussion among the PDF fitters and the experiments 
regarding data sets for the same process from different 
experiments that may lead to different conclusions regarding 
specific PDF determinations     

• The W+c data channel --being discussed among the experiments 
now-- could be a first good case to prepare & try combination of 
ATLAS+CMS data…        

• APPLGrid files of the experimental data? Aim for public web pages 
with that information  



Pre-announcement 

• Revisiting the PDF4LHC recommendations: we foresee two steps: 
• De facto the published recommendation is used with the original  PDFs 

replaced by the more recent incarnations. We have turned this now into a 
recommendation on the PDF4LHC web page that can be referred to, as of 
today. There will be no separate note on it. This should be useful for eg the 
Higgs cross section group… 

• At the same time we plan to move towards using metaPDFs  and have an 
envelope of a number of input PDF family uncertainty bands and prepare 
for a new recommendation & paper at the time scale of end of the 
year. Given that in a few months we expect updated PDFs by essentially all 
the groups, these would naturally by based on these new sets.  

• This would become then the recommendation as of 2015 for the 
upcoming new data analyses. These envelopes can in principle have more 
sets than what we use now, where sensible. 

• Discussion on this at the next PDF4LHC meeting (end of summer) 
 


